ABSTRACT. Certain generalized Kloosterman sums connected with congruence subgroups of the modular group and suitably restricted multiplier systems of half-integral degree are studied. Then a Fourier coefficient estimate is obtained for cusp forms of half-integral degree on congruence subgroups of the modular group and the Hecke groups G(\/2) and G(\/T).
for each e > 0 where the constant involved is independent of p. Let r(l) denote the homogeneous modular group, that is, the group of all 2x2 matrices with rational integer entries and determinant one. For a positive integer N, the principal congruence subgroup of level N is defined by r(iV) = {ME r(l): M = ±7 (mod AT)} where the congruence is elementwise.
T(iV) is normal and of finite index in T(l). A subgroup T of T(l) is called a congruence subgroup of level N if F{N) C T and N is minimal with respect to this property.
Let T be a subgroup of finite index with -/ G I\ A mapping v from T into the complex numbers of absolute value one which satisfies vi-I) = (-1/ and the "consistency condition" (1.2) is called a multiplier system for T of degree -r, r a real number.
(1.2) uiMxM2)ic3z + d3Y = uiMx)viM2)icxM2z + dx)\c2z + dj for z in the upper half plane H,MX,M2 G T with Mi=(' ). '=1.2. and MXM2 = ( Y V, dil V3 d3)
Here M2z = ia2z + b2)Hc2z + d2). In order to fix the branch of (cz + dj for r nonintegral, for any complex number r and real s we set Is = |r|s exp(i's arg f) with -it < arg t < 7r. When r is an integer, (1.2) reduces to «(Mjil/j) = u(Mx)viM2); and u is a character on I\ Set S = (¿ } ). For T of finite index, there exists a smallest positive integer X such that Sx = (¿ \) is in T. Given a multiplier system u on T, k is defined by »j(5x) = e(K), 0 < k < 1, where we are using the notation e(z) = e2niz. Also, from (1.2) we have (1.3) uiSxM) = uiSx)uiM) and u(M5x) = viM)uiSx)
for any M G T.
Now let u be a multiplier system of half-integral degree -r = -s/2, s an integer. Set u = 4(-r/2 -I~r/2|) where IxJ is the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Then u = 0, 1, 2, or 3 according as -s = 0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4). Let u2 denote the multiplier system for rfxiz), a modular form of degree xh. Then, for any M E T, we may write (1.4) uiM) = uxiM)v^iM)
where Uj is a character on T of degree 2[-r/2]. If nx and k2 are given by ü|.(iS'x) = «(«,), 0 < k¡ < 1, i = 1, 2, we have k=kx+ uk2 (mod 1). Since it is well known that e(«2) = e(-X/24), (1.5) 24k = 24k j (modi).
We come now to the definition of the generalized Kloosterman sums Wie, n, p, u, T). Let t; be any multiplier system for T. Let c be a positive integer such that Q *) G T and Die) = {d: (* ¿) G T and 0 < d < cX}. For any in- (1.7) implies that W{c, n, ¡i, v, T) does not depend on the specific choice of a and b for M in T with lower row (c, d).
For later use we record here an estimate on certain related sums which were studied by Malyshev [11] . Let x {moà q);xm (moAL);{x,q)=l V/ \ H / where u, v, and / are integers; a is a positive integer; r is an odd positive integer dividing q; L is a positive integer dividing q; and x' is any integer for which xx' = 1 (mod a). Also, {xfr) is the Jacobi symbol. Then (1.9) \Kr{u, v; I, L; q)\ <A{e)qx>2+e miniVÖTi), Vow)} for each e > 0 where A{e) is a constant depending only on e. 12. Congruence characters. To obtain a nontrivial estimate for W{c, n, u, v, T) we take T to be a congruence subgroup and v a multiplier system of half-integral degree. In addition, given the decomposition of v in (1.4), we assume that Uj is a congruence character, that is, that the kernel of ux is a congruence subgroup. It is well known that there are only twelve characters on T(l). The six with vi-T) = 1 aie identically one on T(6) and are thus congruence characters. The question of the existence of congruence characters on proper congruence subgroups is examined in Theorem 1.1. All congruence characters on a congruence subgroup T of levelN,N>l,are identically one on T{R) where Q) =il2N2l{N,12) if N is odd, i24N2IQV,12) if N is even.
Therefore, the number of congruence characters on T is 1= |r/r(/?)/(r/r(J?))'| where (T/r(i?))' denotes the commutator subgroup of T/r(Ä); and for each of these characters v, t/ = 1.
Proof. Let u be a congruence character with kernel K. Then since T' C K C T, in R. A. Rankin's terminology, K is a lattice congruence subgroup of T. A. W. Mason [13] has shown that the level of K divides R where R is given by (1.10) so that K D T(i?). Since u was arbitrary, all congruence characters are identically one on r(/?). It is now clear that the group of congruence characters is isomorphic to the group of characters of T/r(iR); and since the number of characters on r/r(7?) is /, the proof is complete.
Remarks. 1. Using the results of M. Newman and J. R. Smart [15] , [16] on modulary groups and McQuillan's classification [14] of normal congruence subgroups, it is possible to calculate the number of characters on TiN) which are 1 on r(fc/V), k a positive integer. It then follows that T(R) is the largest principal congruence subgroup on which all congruence characters of r(/V) are 1 and that the number of such characters is 12N3HN, 12) if TV is odd, 48W3/(A/, 12) if N=2otN=0 (mod 4), and 96A/3/(./V, 12) if N = 2 (mod 4), N > 2.
2. It is also interesting to note that although there are infinitely many characters on TiN),N> 2, which take values that are roots of unity, only finitely many of these are congruence characters.
1.3. Reduction of Wie, n, p, u, T). Wie, n, p, u, T) is now reduced to a finite sum of sums which can be estimated by (1.9). The method of reduction is due to H. Petersson [18] who used it while studying Wie, n, p, u, T) when u was a congruence character.
Let T be of level N. Then, since SN E T, there exists a positive integer h such that N = AX. Also, since ux is a congruence character, ux = 1 on r(127V2). Therefore, 1 = uxiSl2Jv2) = uxiSx)l2NH = eil2Nhtix); and 12Nhnx is an integer. It now follows from (1.5) that 24Nhn is an integer. From (1. 1.4. Proof of (1.1).
Theorem 12. Zef r 6e a congruence subgroup of level N with multiplier system u = uxu2, u = 4(-r/2 -l~r/2J), of half-integral degree -r. Ifux isa congruence character, then
Wic,n,p,u,r) = Oic1'2+e)
for each e > 0 where the constant involved is independent of p.
Proof. When u is even, p = 0 and WiK's) is a classical Hoosterman sum which carries the famous estimate of H. Salié [22] and A. Weil [27] . 2.1. The Hecke groups Gis/2) and G(yß). In [3] E. Hecke introduced an infinite class of discrete groups G(Kq) of linear fractional transformations preserving H-Gi\q) is the group generated by 5Taz = z + \q and Tz = -\fz where \ -2 cosiit/q), q an integer, q>3. When q = 3, we have the modular group. When q = 4 or 6, the resulting groups are G(\/2) and G(\/3~). These two groups are of particular interest since they are the only Hecke groups, aside from the modular group, whose elements are completely known. For this reason, many of the classical results on the modular group have been generalized to G(\/2) and C(\/5). (See, for instance, J. R. Smart [25] and J. Raleigh [20] .) In §3 we shall extend the circle method for estimating the Fourier coefficients of modular cusp forms to the groups G(\/2~) and G(\/3).
For notational convenience, let m stand for 2 or 3. To each linear fractional transformation z' -iaz + ß)/iyz + 5) in Giy/m) we associate the two matrices Cy s) and C£ Zf) and denote the resulting matrix group by Giy/m). We then have that Giy/m) is generated by S^7" = (¿ v^) and T = (9, ~¿). In addition, it is known [4] , [28] is in r2(rx) but not in r2(R\/2); and we claim that r2iR) = r2(/<V2) u r2iRy/T) ■ v.
Since the two cosets are disjoint, we need only show that M = ( %-b^2~) in T2iR) lies in one of them. Since 1 = ad -2bc = ad (mod 2R), either a = d = ±1 (mod 2tf) or a = cf = R ±1 (mod 2Ä). In the first case, M E r2iRy/2); and in the second case, MV~X E r2(/?\/2). The verification of (2.4) for to = 3 is similar and is thus omitted. 2.3. Congruence characters. A multiplier system u of degree -r for a subgroup of Gi^/m) is again a map from the matrix group into the unit circle which satisfies (1.2) and tj(-/) = (-iy. A multiplier system of even integral degree is called a congruence character if its kernel is a congruence subgroup where T is a congruence subgroup of level N if N is the smallest positive integer such that T D rm(/V). M. I. Knopp [6] has determined all characters of even degree on the full group G(Vro). It is easily verified that all 2to of these characters are identically one on rm(2w) and are thus congruence characters. For proper congruence subgroups we have the following result. A cusp form Fourier coefficient estimate using the circle method. In this final section we improve upon the Fourier coefficient estimate of § 1.5 and simultaneously obtain a Fourier coefficient estimate for cusp forms on congruence subgroups of G(y/2) and G{y/3). This is accomplished by modifying the classical Kloosterman version of the circle method [5] .
From this point on let m stand for 1, 2, or 3 so that the modular group, G{y/2), and G(\/3~) may be collectively referred to as G{y/m) with principal congruence subgroups rm(/V). For r real and T of finite index in G{y/m) with -/ G T, F is in the space of cusp forms C°(T, -r, v) if F is analytic in ff; satisfies F{Vz) = v{V){yz + 8JF{z) for all V = (* f) in T and z in H, and has expansions of the form (3.1) at all parabolic points q of T. For T C r(l) it is well known that q is a parabolic point if and only if a is rational (where <» = 1/0 is called rational). The corresponding result for the Hecke groups is that q is a parabolic point for T of finite index if and only if a = ay/mfb where a and b are integers. and Vq is any element of G{y/m) for which Vq{q) = °°. In particular, we set V^ = /. \q is the smallest positive real number such that SXq E VqTV~x ; and Kq is defined by viV~1SXq Vq) = e{Kq), 0<Kq <1. As the notation indicates, an{q), X , and k_ are independent of the choice of Vq.
As in §1 we restrict ourselves to multiplier systems u of half-integral degree -r and write u = uxu", u = 4(-//2 -l~r/2J), with a fixed multipler system u2 of degree 1/2. For the modular group we again take u2 to be the multiplier system for ij-1(z). For the Hecke groups G(\/2) and G(\/3) we take u2 to be the multiplier system for t?(z, y/2)'/2 and tj(z, \/3),/l respectively. An explicit expression for these multiplier systems is given by J. R. Smart in [25] .
3.2. Preliminary lemmas. The multiplier system u2 takes a particularly simple form on certain principal congruence subgroups as seen in Remarks. 1. By Theorems 1.1 and 2.5 only finitely many multiplier systems of a fixed degree -r satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. However, (3.5) is valid for all multiplier systems of positive half-integral degree on T(l), G{y/2), or G{yß).
2. When T = r^N), v = 1, and r is an even integer, (3.5) reduces to A. V. Malyshev's estimate in [12] . This estimate has been improved recently by R. A. Rankin [21] who has shown that if FG.C°(T(1), -r, 1), r an even integer, is an eigenform, then l«"K»,,2-1/V1/2(»).
However, P. Deligne's recent proof of the Ramanujan conjecture should now lead to the estimate a" = 0(nr/2-1/2+c). Let N' = 24m2N2/{mN, 12). By Theorems 1.1 and 2.5, v = i% on r",(/v"').
Also note that Af' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.5 it suffices to prove c" = 0{nr'2-xl4ln3/2no_x,2{n)) for F G C°{rm{N'), -r, vty with Fourier expansion (3) (4) (5) (6) FXz) = Z cne{nz/N'y/hT). where tí* is uniquely determined by mh'h'* = 1 (mod qN*), 0 < /'* < qN* and, for tí* I', qN* < h'* < 2qN*. Also, mm = 1 (mod a) with 0 < m < a.
Since Mn = M¡ (mod N1) whenever tí = /' (mod N"), the coefficients aâ nd a^ in the expansions of F corresponding to M¡ and Mn respectively are re- Replacing FQiy/mfq + cj) in (3.8) by the corresponding series and using the fact that gu>q{9) = 2qk=ibke{kh~x/q), where h~x is any integer such that hh~x s 1 (mod q), we havê = «h? %{^)av)e^lQ2^^)0<¿\Nn, ix, a; d, ft)
where, in A. V. Malyshev's notation, o«\N", a, a; 6,h)= ¿ ***,("»• "Ko')2M + kNn8'; l', N"; qN") k=l with
